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ABSTRACT
This study investigates the role of landmarks – acoustically
abrupt discontinuities associated with consonants – in the
perception of manner contrasts in English, within the context of
the question whether the segment, and not the diphone, is a unit
of speech perception. The landmarks investigated are the burst,
onset of frication (prevocalically) and vowel offset region
(postvocalically). The manner contrasts investigated are stops vs.
fricatives, and fricatives vs. affricates. The results of the
experiment indicate some role for these landmarks in the
perception of consonantal continuancy, but only for
postalveolars, where landmark effects interact with voicing and
syllable position.

1. INTRODUCTION
Speech perception arguably makes use of information from
several different levels (e.g. phonetic/phonological, lexical and
contextual), but our ability to correctly perceive nonsense words
or new words seems to require an explanation in terms of our
phonetic/phonological abilities alone (as supposed by e.g. Nearey
[1]). The mechanism of speech perception that is reflected in
these abilities has been argued to make crucial use of the unit of
the segment [1, 2], where the segment is viewed as a tight
temporal coordination of gestures and resulting acoustic events.
But the idea that the segment is important in speech perception
seems at least superficially to be challenged by the findings of
Ghitza [3] which suggest that the diphone, not the segment, is a
unit of speech perception, at least for certain features like
voicing, nasality, place of articulation and continuancy.

The purpose of the study reported here is to reevaluate the
apparent counterevidence against the segment as a unit of speech
perception, by investigating an alternative explanation: that the
identification of the features mentioned needs information not
from the whole diphone, but really from “landmarks” in the
signal, i.e. acoustically abrupt discontinuities which are typically
found at the ‘boundaries’ of consonantal segments, as pursued in
various work on landmarks [4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9] and related ideas [10,
11].

The experiment discussed in this paper investigates the
possible role of such landmarks in the perception of English
manner contrasts between fricatives and stops and between
fricatives and affricates. The experiment adopts a version of the
“tile” technique used by Ghitza [3] which replaces consonantal
portions of naturally recorded syllables with various portions
from featurally contrasting segments, and tests which portions of
the signal listeners use in making featural judgments. The results
of the experiment indicate that the landmarks studied here (burst,
onset of frication, vowel offset region) probably play some role
in how listeners perceive differences between stops, fricatives
and affricates. In comparison to Ghitza’s results for the diphone,
the landmark effects found here may be similar in size. Any
landmark effect in the data, however, interacts substantially and

in complicated ways with other aspects of the signal which relate
to concomitant values for voicing, place and syllable position, as
well as other sources of information about continuancy that
listeners may use in addition to the landmarks studied.

2. METHODS
2.1. Stimuli
The stimuli were baseline and altered versions of recorded CV
and VC syllable utterances, using the vowel [a] and all English
oral stops, affricates and fricatives. In sum, the altered stimuli
involved the exchange, between members of a stop/affricate and
fricative stimulus pair, of a time-frequency portion of the signal
(a “tile”), which variously included or did not include a landmark
(which was prevocalically, the stop burst or onset of frication,
and postvocalically, the vowel offset).

The process for creating the stimuli was as follows. The
thirty syllables recorded were each CV or VC in shape, with the
vowel [a] plus one of the set of English stops, affricates and
fricatives. The syllables were produced by a male native speaker
of American English. The speaker read all the syllables as
isolated utterances three times in random order at a normal
speaking rate with approximately similar falling intonation. The
syllables were recorded on tape in a soundproof booth, and
digitized at a 16 Hz sampling rate. One token of each syllable
was selected based on how representative a token they seemed (if
the syllables sounded natural in terms of the durations of the
vowel and consonant, and if the consonantal articulation did not
sound too deliberate or forced), and how closely their intonation
contour matched that of another token of the opposite value for
continuancy which they would be paired with and have tiles
exchanged with.

The recorded syllables were then labelled for their
landmarks. The landmarks used were the stop burst for a
prevocalic stop or affricate, and the onset of frication above 1000
Hz for a prevocalic fricative. For the VC stimuli, the landmark
used was the offset of the vowel. In Liu’s speech recognition
work [7, 8], these landmarks are classified as “abrupt-consonantal
landmarks”, being closures or releases of acoustically abrupt
constrictions for a consonant articulation. The landmarks used are
all also “outer” abrupt-consonantal landmarks as Liu defines
these, since they are landmarks which occur on one side of a
constriction (but not during it). Such landmarks seem worthwhile
investigating for their possible role in human speech perception
since in Liu’s computer speech-recognition system, the success
rate for detecting these landmarks was between 95% and 100%.

The selected syllable tokens were then low-, band- and hi-
pass filtered as the first stage in the creation of time-frequency
tiles. The low-pass filtering upper cut-off was 1000 Hz. The
bandpass filter lower cut-off was 1000 Hz and the upper cut-off
was 2500 Hz. The hi-pass filter lower cut-off was 2500 Hz and
the upper cut-off was 8000 Hz. These filtering cut-off points
match those used in Ghitza’s study [3], where these cut-offs were
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chosen for two reasons. The first is the probable difference in
human auditory system response below about 1000 Hz as
opposed to above it (owing to differences in neural discharge
patterns between high CF and low CF fibers in cat data [12, 13]).
The second is the known usefulness of the second formant
movements in speech perception, where 1000-2500 Hz can be
taken as the range of the second formant [14].

The filtered output of each token was copied and cut in two
along the time axis. Two kinds of cuts were made, one to each
copy of the filtered token. One cut divided each file into two with
a cut placed 25 ms before the landmark. The other cut divided a
file into two with a cut placed 25 ms before the landmark.

The result of copying filtered files and then cutting them
was to divide each syllable token into six time-frequency “tiles”.
For each syllable token, there were two versions of it, after
filtering and cutting: in one version, the three initial tiles (0-1
kHz, 1-2.5 kHz, 2.5-8 kHz) included the landmark, and the three
final tiles (0-1 kHz, 1-2.5 kHz, 2.5-8 kHz) did not. In the other
version, the three initial tiles included the landmark but the three
final tiles didn’t. These divisions of the files into time-frequency
tiles allowed for the stimulus manipulations to include or not
include a landmark, depending on the tile(s) exchanged between
a continuant/noncontinuant stimulus pair (e.g. [ba], [va]).

The tiles were added together in various combinations to
allow for testing the effect of landmark inclusion on continuancy
perception. One combination simply recomposed an original
syllable file, and was close to identical to the original recorded
syllable except in having slightly higher amplitude and in having
some white noise added to it. This combination is referred to as
the “baseline stimulus”, and was used in training as the listener’s
standard for the ‘normal’ version of the stimulus.

The second combination type always differed from the
baseline version in having at least one tile from the other stimulus
in its continuant-noncontinuant pair (e.g. [ba] and [va] exchanged
tiles). Exchanged tiles were always from the basically
consonantal time interval (i.e. from the initial three tiles from a
CV syllable or the final three tiles from a VC syllable). Six
different exchanges were done, resulting in a total twelve non-
baseline stimuli for the two syllables which contrasted in
continuancy alone. Three exchanges swapped consonant tiles that
included a landmark, and three exchanges swapped consonant
tiles that did not include a landmark. The three exchanges in each
case were of (1) the high-frequency tile, (2) the mid-frequency
tile, and (3) both the high- and mid-frequency tiles. No exchanges
were done with the lowest frequency tile (0-1 kHz) since Ghitza’s
results indicated that continuancy information was located in the
higher frequency regions above 1 kHz.

Low-level white noise was added to all the final stimuli, in
order both to cover up any minor artefacts in the stimuli resulting
from the recomposition of the tiles, and to make the task a little
harder for the listeners so that they would be forced to attend
carefully to the stimuli.

2.2. Subjects and procedures
Seventeen University of Massachusetts undergraduates (thirteen
females, four males) who were native speakers of American
English with no formal phonetic training, participated in the
experiment for extra course credit. They had no known history of
either speech or hearing disorders. The stimuli were presented

binaurally through headphones and the subjects could adjust the
level for comfort.

There were eight blocks of trials (four for the CVs, four for
the VCs). Each block involved a different pair of the eight pairs
of stimuli contrasting for continuancy. Each trial presented one
token, and subjects categorized it as either stop/affricate or
fricative. The subjects responded by pushing buttons marked with
cards which had the two categorization choices written on them.
To overcome ambiguities of the spelling system, in particular for
the interdental fricatives and the palatoalveolar affricates and
fricatives, subjects were asked before each block to repeat the
stimulus sounds to ensure that they were aware of the difference
within each pair of sounds.

For each contrasting pair, subjects had one block of seventy
trials. Each block included fourteen different stimuli (two
baseline stimuli, and twelve altered stimuli), so there were five
tokens of each stimuli per block, in randomized order. Each block
of seventy trials was preceded by ten practice trials which were
not scored, and which only included the baseline stimuli.
Subjects each came for two two-hour sessions, with rest breaks.

3. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
3.1. Analysis and results
The response data were analyzed by constructing multinomial
logit models of the effects of the stimulus manipulations on [+/-
continuant] response likelihoods. The data from all seventeen
listeners and all stimulus pairs were pooled in constructing these
models. This is the right approach for assessing the
(in)dependence of categorical predictors on a categorical
response variable. The response variable had two values:
stop/affricate judgment, or fricative judgment. The stimulus
variables investigated were: place of articulation (labial, dental,
alveolar, or postalveolar), position (onset or coda), and voice
(voiced or voiceless). The manipulation variables were: landmark
(whether the tile exchanged included a landmark, or didn’t, or if
instead the stimulus was a baseline one), and tile (exchange of
high frequency tile, mid frequency tile, both high and mid
frequency tiles, or no tile exchange at all).

The simplest model that comes close to fitting the data (see
discussion on this below) includes main effects for all the
stimulus and manipulation factors, plus all two-way interactions
between those factors, plus the following three-way interactions:
place*voice*position, place*position*landmark,
place*position*tile, and place*voice*landmark.

This model is chosen on the basis of two criteria: its p-value
(0.0761, i.e. > 0.05), and the fact that it fits the data better than
the minimally simpler model also tested. The model chosen (Mc)
should strictly have a statistically significant better fit to the data
than the minimally simpler model (Ms). Ms is “minimally
simpler” in that it differs from Mc only in the absence of the most
recently added term or interaction in the model. A statistically
significant better fit is defined as one where the difference in
likelihood ration (G2) values (for Mc – Ms) for the difference in
degrees of freedom between the two models is significant at
p=0.05. (See Fienberg [15] for further discussion of this
approach.) For the model actually chosen here, the difference in
G2 values is 6 (i.e. 68.7 – 62.7), for a change of 3 degrees of
freedom. This is close to, but falls slightly under, the required
chi-square value of 7.815 for significance at the 0.05 level.
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The model served to show what (interactions of) stimulus
and manipulation effects should be examined, as laid out in the
crosstabulations done for the four three-way interactions in the
model chosen. These interactions are discussed in detail in what
follows, for the interaction of stimulus variables with the
manipulations and what these may indicate about the extent to
which landmarks play a role in the perception of continuancy.

3.2. Discussion
Overall, the patterns of the four three-way interactions in the
model chosen indicate if the landmarks studied in this experiment
play a role in continuancy perception, that role probably depends
on the consonant’s place of articulation and the nature of its
continuancy (i.e. whether an affricate at that place is consistent
with the English phonological inventory), and probably interacts
with the use that listeners make of other information about these
continuancy contrasts, such as the presence vs. absence of an
interval of frication, the presence vs. absence of a silent interval,
and the presence vs. absence of low-frequency voicing during a
voiced fricative or affricate.

Manipulation with or without landmark in this experiment
results in more [+continuant] judgments in coda position for
labial, dental and alveolar place of articulation, and more [-
continuant] judgments at postalveolar place in both coda and
onset position, as shown in figure 1 [IMAGE 0435a.GIF].

Note that in Figure 1 (and in subsequent figures), the
vertical axis displays a measure of the difference in judgments
due to manipulation (i.e. the judgments for altered stimuli with a
tile exchange, with or without a landmark, as opposed to baseline
stimuli). The measure graphed is the percentage of [-continuant]
judgments given to the altered stimuli minus the percentage of [-
continuant] judgments given to the baseline stimuli. The values
are positive if altered stimuli were more often judged as [-
continuant] than the baseline stimuli were, and negative if the
altered stimuli were more often judged as [+continuant] than the
baseline stimuli were. The value is around zero (the baseline) if
altered stimuli were not overall judged differently from the
baseline stimuli. If manipulation had no effect on perception, the
plots should all be a horizontal line along the baseline.

An interpretation that can be given to the pattern in Figure 1
is that the increase in [+continuant] judgments at labial, dental
and alveolar places in coda position but not postalveolar place
may be because if any frication is present in a stimulus with
labial, dental or alveolar place, a native English listener decides
that it must be a fricative. But postalveolar stimuli may be judged
as either [+continuant] or [-continuant] when frication is present,
since the decision is between a fricative and an affricate for a
postalveolar, not between fricative and stop. The details of how
much frication was included in the altered coda stimuli are
relevant for explaining why for the labials, dentals and alveolars,
any manipulation in coda position resulted in more fricative
judgments than when there was no manipulation. The altered
coda stimuli all necessarily included some frication over at least
one frequency band, for the duration of a full coda fricative (if
landmark was included) or the duration of a coda fricative minus
25 ms (if no landmark was included). In onset position, on the
other hand, altered stimuli did not always include frication, and if
they did, under the inclusion of a landmark, this frication was
much shorter (only 25 ms). The difference in the length of
frication in altered stimuli in onset vs. coda position is due to an

inherent asymmetry in the design in that the consistent choice
made across onset and coda position that the landmark should be
the first strongly audible noise in the consonant. This meant
unavoidably that a onset tile that came from a fricative included
only 25 ms of frication or none at all, whereas any coda tile that
included frication included almost all, or all, of the fricative.

Support for the idea that the manipulation that switches
judgments to [+continuant] for labial, dental and alveolar places
is not due to the landmark can be seen in Figure 2, which graphs
the place*voice*landmark interaction [IMAGE 0435b.GIF].
Figure 2 shows that at labial, dental and alveolar places, the
inclusion/exclusion of a landmark has no effect on continuancy
judgments. What we do see is that voiceless stimuli at these
places are more often judged as [+continuant] than the voiced
ones are. Figure 2 also shows that there is an effect of landmark
manipulation at postalveolar place: the voiceless postalveolars
are more often judged as affricates when a landmark is included.

A possible reason for why, among the labials, dentals and
alveolars, it’s the voiceless stimuli that are judged more
frequently as [+continuant] is that perhaps the voiceless frication
introduced under any manipulation with these stimuli is more
salient to the listener than voiced frication. The reason for this
could lie in the idea that voiceless frication is more noisy. And if
voiceless frication is more salient than voiced frication this may
be part of why crosslinguistically in inventories, fricatives are
typically voiceless with the exception of bilabials and dental
nonsibilants [16].

The increase in [-continuant] judgments for voiceless
postalveolars in manipulations where landmark is included, seen
in Figure 2, represents the first indication in the data that the
landmarks studied here play a role in the perception of whether a
segment is continuant or noncontinuant. What this pattern
suggests is that the effect of the inclusion of a landmark on
continuancy perception depends for a postalveolar on whether it
is voiced or voiceless. A possible explanation for why the
inclusion of a landmark results in more affricate judgments only
if the postalveolar is voiceless may relate to a role for rise time in
the perception of this affricate/fricative contrast (though this
possible role is under debate in relevant work [17, 18, 19]. The
idea would be that for a voiceless postalveolar, the inclusion of a
burst will make the rise time more abrupt, leading to an increase
in [-continuant] judgments. The presence of low-frequency
energy in the voiced postalveolar, on the other hand, may
undermine the effect that the introduction of a burst can bring in
the way of a more abrupt rise time.

The ability of landmark manipulation to increase [-
continuant] judgments for voiceless postalveolars is essentially
restricted to onset position, as seen in Figure 3 [IMAGE
0435c.GIF]. This raises two questions: why is the change in
judgments in the direction of more [-continuant] judgments, and
why is this change only happening for onset position?

The reason why the change in judgments is towards more
affricate not fricative judgments under landmark manipulation in
onset may be that the inclusion of a frication duration will not
disambiguate a segment between whether it’s a fricative or an
affricate, whereas the inclusion of a burst will (since fricatives
don’t have a burst).

Explaining why landmark manipulation affects judgments
basically only in onset position is harder: perhaps a burst is a
better indicator of a [-continuant] value than an abrupt vowel
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offset is. However, another area of difference between the two
conditions lies in what other indicators are present in onset vs.
coda position about the continuancy value. It may be that the
advantage that onset has here over coda position is in part due to
the additional use that listeners may make of the information
about whether or not there is a silent interval in a postalveolar in
VC position [18]. If a silent interval is not included – and
included across a full 1-8 kHz range – a listener may have extra
reason for not calling the stimulus an affricate, even if it does
have an abrupt vowel offset. This idea is supported by the data
displayed in Figures 4 (IMAGE 0435d.GIF) and 5 (IMAGE
0435e.GIF), where postalveolars in coda need both high and mid
tiles from the affricate in order to be perceived as an affricate,
whereas in onset position, postalveolars are perceived as an
affricate if they have just a high tile from an affricate (although
the effect is doubly as strong if they have both high and mid tiles
from an affricate).

4. CONCLUSION
The experiment discussed here investigated whether certain
landmarks (burst and onset of frication prevocalically, and vowel
offset postvocalically) play a role in how English listeners, at
least, perceive consonantal continuancy contrasts. The results of
the experiment indicate that there is no simple, single role for
these landmarks in continuancy perception; instead, where these
landmarks play any role, they interact with other factors of
voicing and position. In the data reported on here, landmark
manipulation using tile exchanges affected continuancy
perception only for voiceless postalveolars, mostly in onset
position. A number of possible explanations underlying this
result were discussed, including the incompatibility of frication at
labial, dental and alveolar places with anything other than a
[+continuant] judgment as opposed to the compatibility of
frication with a [-continuant] judgment for postalveolars, the
possible role for rise time in the perception of affricate/fricative
contrast, the possible use of information in the signal in addition
to the vowel offset landmark in coda position, the greater use that
listeners may make of the burst than the vowel offset region in
the perception of continuancy contrasts.

As for the question of whether we can attribute the diphone
effect that Ghitza observed to the role of landmarks, and thereby
preserve the idea that the segment is the unit of speech
perception, it is difficult to compare the results of this experiment
to Ghitza’s findings. The stimuli used in Ghitza’s study are not
balanced for place of articulation in the same way as they are in
this experiment (e.g. Ghitza’s stimuli included no alveolars), and
there is no report in Ghitza’s paper of how manner perception
varied by stimulus place. There are also manipulation differences
which are hard to evaluate (e.g. the landmark manipulation for
fricatives in onset exchanged only the first 25 ms, not the entire
consonant as in Ghitza’s manipulation). Even so, where there are
landmark effects in the data in the present study, these are similar
to the magnitude of Ghitza’s diphone effects. The strongest
difference between diphone exchanges and just consonant tile
exchanges in Ghitza’s data is for the 1-2.5 kHz band in onset
where the difference is about 10% additional [-continuant]
responses for diphones. Other diphone effects are at about 5% or
fewer extra [-continuant] responses for diphone over consonant
tile exchanges. These seem to be of similar size to the landmark
effects found in this study, where they exist. It appears then, that

the role of landmarks in continuancy perception may be similar in
size to any role for the whole diphone as opposed to the segment.
This conclusion leaves open the possibility that speech perception
uses the segment, not the diphone, as a unit, and relies instead in
a more minimal way on transsegmental information, as Nearey
suggests.
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